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lulu.com. Paperback. Condition: New. 100 pages. Dimensions: 8.4in. x 5.8in. x 0.7in.Klassik Komix
presents the eternal struggle of Monsters Vs. Heroes! Crimefighters, space cadets, jungle lords, and
superheroes struggle with things that go bump in the night. The original Golden Age Daredevil
battles the size-changing demon known as The Claw, learn the secret origins of the very first Mr.
Monster as he tangles with the Terror of Trezma, master magician Yarko the Great takes on the
villainous Vladim and his zombies, Miss Masque mingles with mummies, Fero the Planet Detective
hunts down Plutonian vampires, Jungle Jim comes across an alien witch doctor, Ibis the Invincible
meddles with the Moon Monsters, modern day Merlin the Magician raids an ancient tomb filled with
enormous insects and wicked wizards, the Purple Claw gets caught in the web of Countess Arachni
and her giant spiders, and Airboy teams up with the voluptuous Valkyrie to stop the monstrous
Misery. Its supernatural vs. superpowers in this super-scary comics collection! 100 Big Pages! This
item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN.
Paperback.
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Very good e-book and valuable one. It can be writter in basic words and phrases and not confusing. You will not really feel monotony at whenever you
want of your own time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should you check with me).
-- Mr . Antwon Fr a m i-- Mr . Antwon Fr a m i

I actually started looking at this pdf. it was writtern extremely properly and valuable. I am very happy to inform you that this is basically the greatest book i
have read through during my very own daily life and might be he finest pdf for actually.
-- Ja cey K r a jcik DV M-- Ja cey K r a jcik DV M
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